TESDA

TESDA Courses

1-Yr. Associate Degree in Web Animation
2 Year Dip. Computer-Based Accountancy
2 Year Dip. In Office Information Systems
2 Years Health Care Services NC II
2 yr Computer Secretarial
2 yr Computer Secretarial System
2 yr Computer Technician and System Management
2 yr Web. Development and Design
2 yr. Diploma in Internet Technology
2-Year Automotive Servicing
2-Year Computer Programming
2-Year Electromechanics Technology Program
2-Yr. Aircraft Maintenance Technician
2D Animation NC III
Able Seafarer Deck (STCW Regulation II/5)
Able Seafarer Deck (STCW Regulation II/5) [migration from Deck Seafaring NC II]
Able Seafarer Deck (STCW Regulation III/5)
Able Seafarer Engine (STCW Regulation III/5)
Able Seafarer Engine (STCW Reg. III/5)
Able Seafarer Engine (STCW Regulation III/5)
Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database
Administering MS Exchange Server
Administering Windows Active Directory Services
Administering Windows Network
Administering Windows Network Infrastructure
Advance Diploma in Office Organization
Advance Micro Computer Hardware Servicing
Advance Structure Repair
Advance Telecommunication Outside Plant Technician (Optic Fiber)
Advanced Diploma in Bus. & Info. Technology
Advanced Diploma in Computer Studies
Advanced Diploma in Information Technology
Advanced Training in SMAW
Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant Maintenance
Aircraft Blueprint Reading and Interpretation
Aircraft Maintenance Technology Course
Aircraft Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance Course
Aircraft Maintenance Engineers Technology
Aircraft Maintenance Technician
Aircraft Maintenance Technology
Aircraft Maintenance Training in Structure Repair
Aircraft Servicing NCII
Aircraft Structural Sheetmetal Mechanic - Training and Work Attachment (ASSM-TWAP)
Aircraft Structure Maintenance
Aircraft Technician
Airline and Cargo Secretarial
Airline Operation and Servicing
Airline Secretarial Service
Aluminium Sheet Metal Cladding
Animation (3D Digital) NC III
Animation (3D Digital) NC III
Animation NC II
Animation NC III
Animation NC III (EO 358)
Applied Computer Science
Architectural Design Technology
Architectural Design Technology NC III
Architectural Drafting
Architectural Technology
Armored Car Crew Training Course
Electronics Servicing NC II
Associate in Hotel and Restaurant Service Technology (DTP)
Audio-Video Products and Systems Servicing Leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Audio-Video Products Servicing leading to Consumer Electronics NC II
Audio/Video Products and Systems Servicing Leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Auto Elect Component Servicing NC II
Auto Electrical Assembly NC II
Auto Electrical Components Servicing leading to Auto Servicing
Auto Engine Rebuilding NC II
AUTOCAD
Automated Office System Mgt. (Computer Secretarial)
Automated Computer Aided Design (AutoCAD) NC II
Automotive Airconditioning Servicing leading to Auto Servicing NC III
Automotive Electrical Assembly NC II
Automotive Electrical Components Servicing Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Automotive Electrical Components Servicing leading to Auto Servicing NC II
Automotive Electrical Components Servicing leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Automotive Electrical Security & Electronic Components Servicing NC IV
Automotive Engine Rebuilding NC II
Automotive Engine Rebuilding (BSIT) NC II
Automotive Engine Rebuilding NC II
Automotive Mechanical Assembly NC II
Automotive Service Technician NC II
Automotive Servicing (BOL) NC II
Automotive Servicing (BSIT) NC II
Automotive Servicing NC II
Automotive Servicing NC II (BSIE)
Automotive Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSIE)
Automotive Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSIT)
Automotive Servicing NC III
Automotive Servicing NC IV
Automotive Small Engine Servicing NC II
Automotive Technology
Automotive Wiring Harness Assembly NC II
Automotive Wiring Harness Technology
Aviation and Hospitality Management
Aviation Electronics Technology (Avionics)
Avionics Electronics Technology
Avionics Technician Course
Building Wiring Installation (BSIT) NC II
Building Wiring Installation NC II
Building Wiring Installation NC II (BSIE)
Building Wiring Installation NC II (Ladd.-BSIE)
Building Wiring Installation NC II (Ladd.-BSIT)
Career Course for Software Developers NC IV Using COBOL
Career Course for Software Developers NC IV Using JAVA
Career Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Microsoft.NET
Career Course for Software Developers NC IV Using ORACLE
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-MS.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using RPG
Career Entry Course for Software Developer - JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Developer - Java NC II
Career Entry Course for Software Developer - JAVA NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developer - Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developer JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Developer NC IV Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developer NC IV Using Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developer- JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Developer-Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developer-Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developer-Microsoft.Net NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Microsoft.net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Cobol
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Oracle
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - (Microsoft.Net) NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - (Oracle) NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Cobol Leading to NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Java Leading to NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Microsoft.NET
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Microsoft.Net Leading to NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Oracle
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - Oracle Leading to NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers - PHP NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV - Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV - Using Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV - Using Oracle
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV ORACLE
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using COBOL
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Database Management
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Legacy System/COBOL
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Linux
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV using Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Microsoft.Oracle
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Miscosoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Oracle
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using RPG
Career Entry Course for Software Developers on JAVA NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers on ORACLE NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers Using RPG
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-COBOL NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-JAVA NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-JAVA NCIV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-Microsoft Net NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-Microsoft.net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-MICROSOFT.NET NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-MS.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-ORACLE
Career Entry Course for Software Developers-ORACLE NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Development NC IV using JAVA
Career Entry Course for Software Development NC IV using ORACLE
Career Entry Course for Software Developer - JAVA NC IV
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Java
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Microsoft.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Oracle
Career Entry Developer Course-JAVA NC IV
Career Entry Developer Course-MICROSOFT NET NC IV
Career Entry Developer Course-ORACLE NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developer - JAVA NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developer - Microsoft.Net NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developer-Oracle NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers - JAVA NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers - Microsoft.Net NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers -Java NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers -Legacy System/Cobol NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers -Microsoft.net NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers -Oracle NC IV
Career Entry for Software Developers-MS.Net
Career Entry Course for Software Developers NC IV Using Microsoft.Net
Certificate in Computer Aided Design Drafting
Certificate in Computer Aided Drafting & Design Series
Certificate in Computer Application & Web Page Dev't.
Certificate in Computer Science
Certificate in Database Administrator Course
Certificate in Internet Technologies Series
Certificate in Internet Technology
Certificate in Manufacturing Technology
Certificate in Medical Transcription
Certificate in Medical Transcription NC II
Certificate in Medical Transcription NC Level II
Certificate in Multimedia Design & Development
Certificate in Multimedia Design and Development
Certificate in Multimedia Designs and Development Series
Certificate in Nursing Assistant
Certificate in Office Management
Certificate in PC Networking & Services
Certificate in PC Networking and Servicing
Certificate in PC Servicing & Networking
Certificate in Practical Nursing
Certificate in Seafarer-Deck Rating Course NC II
Certificate in Telecommunications & Broadband Technology
Certificate in Web-Developer Course
Certificate of Proficiency in Background and Credit Investigation
Certificate of Proficiency in Fingerprint Identification (Dactyloscopy)
Certificate of Proficiency in Firearms Identification (Forensic Ballistics)
Certificate of Proficiency in Lie Detection (Polygraph)
Certificate of Proficiency in Police Photography
Certificate of Proficiency in Security and Safety Management
Certification in Computer Application and Web Page Development
Certified Creative Web Developer Program
Certified Internet Application Developer Program
Certified Internet Professional Program
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Design and Drafting
Computer Aided Drafting and Design Series
Computer Aided Drafting NC I
Computer Aided Drawings leading to Technical Drafting NC II
Computer and Office Management
Computer Animation
Computer Animation Using Flash Leading to Animation NC III
Computer Based Accountancy
Computer Electronics
Computer Electronics and Communication Technology
Computer Engineering and Hardware Technology
Computer Engineering in Hardware Technician
Computer Engineering maj. In Networking Technology
Computer Graphics, Multi-media and 3-D Animation
Computer Hardware and Servicing NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II
Computer Hardware Services NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (LEP)
Computer Hardware Servicing
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSInfoTech)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSIT)
Computer Hardware Servicing (BS Information Systems) NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (BSComSci) NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (BSInfo Systems) NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (BSInfoTech) NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (BSIT) NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing (Computer Technology)
Computer Hardware Servicing (LEP)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (BSInfoTech)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSInfo Systems)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (BSCS)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (BSIT)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (EO 358)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSComSci)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSCS)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSInfoSys)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSInfoTech)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (Ladd.-BSIT)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II (LEP Program BSCS/BSIT Course)
Computer Hardware Servicing NC II - (LEP Program BSCS Course)
Computer Hardware Technology (Computer Technician)
Computer Information Technology
Computer Management
Computer Programming
Computer Programming and Analysis
Computer Programming NC II
Computer Programming NC IV
Computer Programming NC IV (EO 358)
Computer Science
Computer Science (Information Technology)
Computer Science in Information Technology
Computer Secretarial
Computer Secretarial and Business Management
Computer Secretarial NC I
Computer Secretarial System
Computer Software Application
Computer Studies
Computer System & Network Technology
Computer System and Network Technology
Computer System Design and Programming
Computer System Network Technology NC II
Computer Systems and Network Technology
Computer Technician
Computer Technology
Computer-Aided Drafting and Design Technology NC II
Computer-Based Accountancy
Computer-Based Accounting
Computerized Office Management (Computer Secretarial)
Consumer Electronics Servicing (LEP)
Consumer Electronics Mechanic NC II
Consumer Electronics Products and System Assembly Leading to Consumer
Consumer Electronics Services NC II
Corrosion Protection and Paint Maintenance
Creative Web Design
Creative Web Design Program
Creative Web Developer
Deck Seafaring NC II
Deck Seafaring NC II (BSMT)
Deck Seafaring NC III
Dental Laboratory Technology (Removable/Dentures Appliances) NC II
Dental Laboratory Technology Fixed Dentures/Restorations) NC II
Dental Laboratory Technology Services (Fixed Dentures/Restorations) NC II
Dental Laboratory Technology Services (Removable Dentures/Appliances) NC II
Dental Laboratory Technology Services NC II (Fixed Dentures/Restorations)
Dental Laboratory Technology Services NC IV
Dental Technician
Dental Technology
Designing and Implementing Database with MS SQL Server
Designing and Building Enterprise Application Using J2EE
Desktop Publishing
Develop Application Using Procedural-Programming Leading to Programming NC IV
Develop Applications Development Using Procedural-Programming Language
Leading to Programming NC IV
Develop Designs for Electronic Media leading to Visual Graphic Design NC III
Develop Designs for Print Media leading to Visual Graphic Design NC III
Develop Mechatronics Control Circuit & Software Program leading to Mechatronics
NC III
Develop Object-Oriented Application Leading to Programming NC IV
Develop Object-Oriented Application Leading to Programming NC IV
Developing and Implementing Web-Based Applications with Microsoft Visual C#.Net
Developing Application in JAVA (JAVA Module 2)
Developing Designs for a Print Media Leading to Visual Graphic Design NC III
Developing Designs for an Electronic Media Leading to Visual Graphic Design NC III
Developing Desktop Applications with Visual Basics
Developing Web Applications using JAVA Server (JSP) and JAVA Servlets
Developmental Communication Course
Developmental Conversation (Advance) Level 8
Developmental Conversation (Simple) Level 7
Diesel Engine Tune Up Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Diesel Engine Tune-up Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Diesel/Gasoline Engine Tune Up Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Digital 2D Animation NC III
Diploma in Applied Industrial Technology
Diploma in Architectural Design Technology
Diploma in Civil Technology
Diploma in Computer and Electronics Technology
Diploma in Computer and Information Technology
Diploma in Computer Education
Diploma in Computer Engineering
Diploma in Computer Graphics
Diploma in Computer Graphics & Animations
Diploma in Computer Studies
Diploma in Computer System and Network Technology
Diploma in Computer-Based Bookkeeping
Diploma in Customs Administration
Diploma in E-Commerce Programming
Diploma in Electronic Commerce
Diploma in Health Care Services NC II
Diploma in Information Tech.
Diploma in Information Technology
Diploma in Internet Technology
Diploma in Multimedia Arts
Diploma in Multimedia Design and Development
Diploma in Multimedia Technologies
Diploma in Multimedia Technology
Diploma in Networking & Telecommunications Technology
Diploma in Networking and Telecommunication Technology
Diploma in Networking and Telecommunications Technologies
Diploma in Office Information System
Diploma in Office Information Systems
Diploma in Office Skills and Management
Diploma in Software Development
Diploma in Telecommunication Technology
Diploma in Web Application Development
Diploma in Web Applications Development
Electric Power Distribution Line Construction NC II
Electrical Technology
Electrical Installation & Maintenance NC II
Electrical Installation & Maintenance NC III
Electrical Installation & Maintenance NC II
Electrical Installation NC III
Electrical Technology
Electromechanics Technology
Electronic Appliances Servicing Leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Electronic Media Graphic Designs Development Leading to Visual Graphic Design NC II
Electronic Serviceman for Radio and Television Receiver
Electronics and Telecommunications Technology
Electronics Appliances Servicing
Electronics Assembler / Operator
Electronics Assembler/Operator
Electronics Service Technology
Electronics Technician
Emergency Medical Services NC II
Emergency Medical Services NC II
Engine Component Servicing leading to Auto NC II
Engine Component Servicing Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Engine Overhauling leading to Auto Servicing NC III
Engine Overhauling Leading to Automotive Servicing NC III
Engine Seafaring NC II
Engine Seafaring NC II (BSMarine Eng.)
Engine Seafaring NC III
Familiarizing on Aircraft Maintenance and Repair Manuals
Fiberglass Craft
Finishing Course Welding (GMAW NC III)
Finishing Courses for Medical Transcription NC II
Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW) NC II
Flux Cored Arc Welding NC II
Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW) NC II
Fox Pro Programming NC II
Gaming Programming NC III
Gas & Diesel Engine Servicing Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Gas Engine Tune Up Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Gas Engine Tune-up leading to Auomotive Servicing NC II
Gas engine Tune-up Leading to Auto NC II
Gas Engine Tune-up leading to Auto Servicing
Gas Engine Tune-up leading to Auto Servicing NC II
Gas Engine Tune-up Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) NC II
Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) NC III
Gas Metal Arc Welding Installation NC II
Gas Metal Arc Welding NC II
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) NC II
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) NC IV
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding NC II
Gas Welding NC II
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding NC II
Graphic Arts and Printing Technology
Grassroots Entrepreneurship & Management Program
GTAW (Plate Welding) Leading to GTAW NC II
Health Care Servicing NC II
Heavy Equipment Mechanic NC II
Heavy Equipment Operation (Backhoe Loader) NC II
Heavy Equipment Operation (Bulldozer ) NC II
Heavy Equipment Operation (Crawler Crane) NC II
Heavy Equipment Operation (Forfklift) NC II
Heavy Equipment Servicing (Mechanical) NC II
Industrial Electricity
Industrial Electronic Technician
Industrial Electronics
Industrial Electronics Course
Industrial Instrumentation & Process Control Training Course for Instrument Technician
Industrial Motor Control
Industrial Office Management
Information Technology
Information Technology Power
Instrumentation & Control Devices Calibration Leading to Instrumentation and Control Servicing NC II
Instrumentation & Control Devices Repair and Maintenance Leading to Instrumentation and Control Servicing NC III
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC II
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC II (Mobile Training)
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC III
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC III (Mobile Training)
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC IV
Instrumentation & Control Servicing NC IV (Mobile Training)
Instrumentation & Control Technology
Instrumentation and Process Control
Instrumentation and Control Servicing NC II
Instrumentation Technology
Intermediate Reading and Writing
International Advance Diploma in Computer Studies
International Flight Attendant Initial Training Course
Internet and Web Page Design
Internet Technology
Internetworking with Windows NT TCP/IP
JAVA Leading to NC II
JAVA NC IV
JAVA Programming Fundamentals Web Developer
Java Programming
Machine Shop Technician Course
Machining NC II
Maintain & Repair Audio/Video Production & System leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Maintain & Repair Cellular Phones leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Maintain and Repair Cellular Phones Leading to Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Marine Electrical Technology
Masonry (BSCE) NC II
Masonry NC II
Mechanical Drafting NC II
Mechatronics Control Circuits and Software Application Programs Development Leading to Mechatronics Servicing NC III
Mechatronics Control Circuits and Software Application Programs Development Leading to Mechatronics Servicing NC III
Mechatronics Device Configuration and Testing Leading to Mechatronics Servicing NC II
Mechatronics Devices Configuration and Testing Leading to Mechatronics Servicing NC II
Mechatronics NC II
Mechatronics Servicing NC II
Mechatronics Servicing NC II (Mobile Training)
Mechatronics SERVICING NC III
Metal Casting
Micro Finance Technology NC II
Micro Processor-Based Control System
Microcomputer Servicing
Microsoft.Net NC IV
Modular Certificate in AutoCAD Program
Modular Certificate in Autodesk Mechanical Desktop Program
Motor Rewinding NC II
Motor Vehicle Re-Powering Leading to Automotive Servicing NC III
Multi Media Technology
Multimedia & Internet Technology
Multimedia Design and Animation (Bundled Qualifications in Animation NC II, Visual Graphics Design NC III
Multimedia Development
Network Administration
Network Administration Technology
Network and Telecommunication Technology
Network Management
Network Technician NC II
Network Technology
Networking & Telecommunication Technology NC II
Networking And Telecommunication Tech.
Networking and Telecommunication Technology
Networking and Telecommunications
Office Administration
Office Information System
Office Management
Office Management NC II
Office Secretarial
Online Web Marketing Training Program
Oracle9i database Administration Fundamentals II
Recycling, Repairing and Retrofitting) Leading to RAC Servicing NC II
Pipefitting NC II
Plastic Machine Operation NC II
Plumbing NC II
Power Plant Technician
Power Train Components Servicing leading to Auto NCII
Power Train Components Servicing Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Primary Flying Course
Private Pilot Licensing
Process Engineer
Process Technician
Production Technology
Program Logic Formulation
Programming
Programming (BS Information Systems) NC IV
Programming (BSComSci) NC IV
Programming (BSCS) NC IV
Programming (BSInfo System) NC IV
Programming (BSInfo Systems) NC IV
Programming (BSInfoTech) NC IV
Programming (BSIT) NC IV
Programming (LEP)
Programming NC
Programming NC II
Programming NC IV
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSInfoTech)
Programming NC IV (BS Computer Science)
Programming NC IV (BSCS)
Programming NC IV (BSInfoTech)
Programming NC IV (CYBER PROGG)
Programming NC IV (EO 358 - BSIT)
Programming NC IV (EO 358 - CS)
Programming NC IV (EO 358 - IT)
Programming NC IV (EO 358)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSComSci)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSCS)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSInfo Systems)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSInfoSys)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSInfoTech)
Programming NC IV (Ladd.-BSIT)
Programming NC IV (LEP Program BSCS Course)
Programming NC IV (LEP Program BSCS/BSIT Course)
Programming NC IV - (LEP Program BSCS/BSIT Course)
Programming NC IV LEP -EO358 (BSCS Course) Exit point 2nd Yr.-2nd Sem.
Programming Technology (Bundled Qualifications in CHS NC II and Programming NC IV)
Programming Technology and Hardware Servicing (Bundled Qualifications in Programming NC IV, CHS NC II, Career Entry for Software Developers - JAVA NC IV, Career Entry for Software Developers - Microsoft.Net NC IV
Project Management
Public Communication
PV Systems Design NC III
PV Systems Installation NC II
PV Systems Servicing NC III
Quality Assurance Control Pipe and Welding Inspection
RAC Servicing (Package Type) NC II
Radiologic Technology
Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning (DomRAC) Servicing NC II
Refrigeration & Air-conditioning (RAC) Servicing (PAC/CRE) NC II
Refrigeration & Airconditioning (RAC) Servicing (PACU/CRE) NC II
Refrigeration & Airconditioning (RAC) Servicing NC II
Refrigeration & Airconditioning Services NC II
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning (RAC) Servicing NC II (Domestic Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning)
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning NC II
Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Servicing NC II
Refrigeration and Air-conditioning (RAC) Servicing (PACU/CRE) NC II
Refrigeration and Aircon Servicing NC II
Refrigeration and Airconditioning (RAC) Servicing NC II
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Mechanic
Refrigeration and Airconditioning NC II
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Servicing (DomRAC) NC II
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Servicing NC II
Reinforced Steel Bar Installation NC II
Reinforced Steel Bar Installation NC II
Reservation Services (Leading to Travel Services NC II)
Seafarer Engine Rating Course
Seafarers Engine Rating NC II
Security Service NC II
Security Service NC II (Amended)
Security Service NC II (EO 358)
Security Service NC II (LEP Program BS Criminology Course)
Security Services (Security Guard In-Service Training) NC II
Security Services NC II
Security Services NC II (BS Criminology)
Security Services NC II (Ladd.-BS Criminology)
Security Services Supervisory Course
Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) NC II
Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) NC II (BSIE)
Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) NC II under Mobile Training Classroom, Park and Train Program (MBC-PTP)
Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) NC III
Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) NC IV
Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II
Shielded Metal arc Welding NC II (EO 358)
Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II (PGMA-TWSP)
Shielded Metals Arc Welding (SMAW) NC II
Ship Restaurant & Cabin Management
SMAW in Metal Plates
Software Developer - COBOL NC IV
Software Developer - JAVA
Software Developer - JAVA NC IV
Software Developer - Microsoft.Net NC IV
Software Developer - Oracle NC IV
Software Developers - Java
Software Developers - Microsoft.Net
Software Developers -Java
Software Development
Software Development - Microsoft.Net
Software Development-JAVA
Software Operations NC II
Steward Rating Course NC II
Structural Erection NC II
Telecom OSP & Subscriber Line Installation (Copper Cable/Pots & DSL) NC II
Telecom OSP and Subscriber Line Installation (Copper Cable/POTS and DSL) NC II
Telecom OSP and Subscriber Line Installation (Copper/Cable/Pots/DSL) NC II
Telecom OSP Installation (Fiber Optic Cable) NC II
Two Year Marine Transportation Tech.
Two-Year Diploma in Applied Computer Science
Underchassis Components Servicing Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II
Visual Graphic Design NC III
Visual Graphic NC III
Visual Graphics Design NC II
Visual Graphics Design NC III
Visual Graphics Design NC IV
Visual Graphics NC III
Welding (Shielded Metal Arc Welding) NC II
Welding (SMAW) NC II
Welding (SMAW) NC II
Welding and Metal Fabrication Technician
Welding Carbon Steel Plate Pipes Using SMAW Leading to Welding NC II
Welding NC II
Welding NC II (SMAW/GTAW)
Welding(GMAW) NC III
Wheel Loader Operation NC II
Windows-Type Air Conditioning/Domestic Refrigeration Units Repairing and Retrofitting Leading to RAC Servicing NC I
Wireless Transmission Technician